
Name City Province Postal Code Country Date Comment

ANN PELTZ Cambridge N1R4L2 Canada 2020-12-14 "I am totally against this scal3 of development in our neighbourhood!!"

Rain Stone Courtenay V9N Canada 2021-01-03 "Say NO to big money, they don't care about us."

susan sparrow Cambridge N1R 4K4 Canada 2021-01-06 "I am all for development but not at this scale. Our little downtown cannot support all of these people."

Shelly Batista Canada 2021-01-06 "I'm signing this because I live here on Shade Street with my family and dont want to see these giant buildings and never see the sun shine. Plus that kind of extra traffic will cause so many issues on this small street. My kids school is already overflowing with children. There is no space for any of this."

Kristy Ronalds Toronto M4L Canada 2021-01-06 "There is no place for buildings this size here - build these large buildings away from the houses"

enard lehman Cambridge n1r2a5 Canada 2021-01-06 "Greedy corporations dont need cambridge."

Joanne Pautler Toronto M6P Canada 2021-01-07 "I live in the area and all the extra traffic will be insane!  It is a neighborhood of small one family homes.  Four 18 story buildings will overshadow everyone and don't belong in this location."

barry normore Cambridge n1r 6p8 Canada 2021-01-07 "We don’t need buildings that big"

Lisa Rankin Cambridge N1S 3K1 Canada 2021-01-07 "No to staggering building heights that shut out the sunshine to all those in the shadow of these monstrosities."

Cara Moore Cambridge N1s 2w8 Canada 2021-01-07 "Overall I like the design but the scale is too big for the area. The height is well over the limits for the area and will negatively impact surrounding neighborhoods. Are surrounding roads able to handle thousands of additional vehicles when added to the additional traffic of all the other building projects happening in west Galt area."

Jill Marks Cambridge Ontario Canada 2021-01-07 "The local streets can barely manage the traffic flow as it is currently, how does the city expect the local infrastructure will handle the added stress of 890 added units?"

Mary Brown Cambridge N1S1P7 Canada 2021-01-07 "The last thing our city needs are more high rises.  I get to look at an expensive retirement home by our beautiful former Southworks every day that still has vacant units. Not to mention a smaller condo on the same property with daily for sale signs. Focus on low income housing that is much needed. Please please maintain our history which makes our beautiful city unique."

Angela Pereira Brampton L7A Canada 2021-01-07 "Why don't they built these on hespeler Road instead"

Lauren Gillespie Cambridge N1R Canada 2021-01-08 "Buildings like these should be built closer to major highways. This seems unrealistic with out major changes to the roads and infrastructure around there and I’m sure no changes would be made. This would be very disappointing to see get passed."

Erica Nikolaus Kitchener N2B Canada 2021-01-10 "I support affordable housing but the scale of this project is beyond what our neighbourhood can handle."

Mark Burbidge Cambridge N1R 4L1 Canada 2021-01-10 "I'm all for developing these two lots of land, however, the city councillors need to make sure the developer abides by the local by-law of buidling heights of 8 stories.  Anything over this is unacceptable and will affect many different aspects of the city...from overcrowded streets to obstructed line of sites to the downtown from residential homes, shade onto neighbouring homes, and noise levels to local areas."

Evan Myshrall Cambridge N1R 4L2 Canada 2021-01-10 "There no room for a monstrosity of an eye sore in our historical neighbourhood."

Amanda Drewett Cambridge N1T 1P3 Canada 2021-01-10 "This is not appropriate in this beautiful city!!"

Karen Gordon Cambridge N1R 4L2 Canada 2021-01-11 "Please sign this petition to help stop this monstrosity from being built in our small heritage neighbourhood. It exceeds the current height by laws and buildings are so tall that they will block the sun for several hours every day. There is no give back to the community. This isn’t low income housing these are going to be rental units."

Robert Sorrell Caledonia N3w1b7 Canada 2021-01-12 "This area needs redevelopment but not at this scale. This is just developers greed over municipal vision. Just another building of a small city within a heritage district completely obliterating the irretrievable character of the neighborhood"

Natasha Clarke Cambridge N1S3S8 Canada 2021-01-12 "No thank you, stop trying to make a little Toronto Not needed"

Debbie Ballantyne Cambridge N3H2V1 Canada 2021-01-12 "Cambridge cannot handle the continued rising numbers of cars on the roads. This will destroy the neighbour hood."

Melody Couture Canada 2021-01-13 "Galt is a beautiful and istoric village which will be absolutely ruined by this monstrosity."

Christina EdwardsCambridge N1R 3Y7 Canada 2021-01-14 "Too many units are being planned for this site. I live on Wellington Street, this mega project will destroy our neighbourhood.  Let's stick to the bylaw height of 8 stories and make sure the development includes affordable housing units as well."

Melissa Hoff Cambridge N1R 2A1 Canada 2021-01-14 "We specifically chose this area to make our home because of its quaint original charm, quiet, friendly neighbourhoods, etc.  Creating a high rise in this area will damper everything that we have worked so hard to create for ourselves and our families - why cram everyone into a small little residential area - there are several locations along Hespeler Road that are vacant and desolate and looking for a face lift and would be better suited to support this many new residents.  And what is to be done with the infrastructure capacity in downtown Galt to support this - has anyone thought this far ahead?"

Jeannette Gorth Cambridge N1R Canada 2021-01-15 "The extra  height would  extremely  increase the density  of people and traffic,  not to mention the effects on the  existing  buildings."

Jeff Hincks Niagara Falls L2G2S4 Canada 2021-01-16 "This is wrong, other people enjoy the sunlight & this project will destroy what people enjoy, unfortunately its always about the mighty $$$"

Glenna Janzen Cambridge N1S2M1 Canada 2021-01-16 "These building will be too high. What we need is mid-rise buildings not super high-rise buildings!"

Brenda Dunnings Cambridge N1R 4V2 Canada 2021-01-17 "By all means, develop this property but 18  stories is too high! Respect the bylaw."

Kathryn Ortiz Cambridge N1S 2G7 Canada 2021-01-18 "Please let’s not allow this in Cambridge’s downtown."

Kyle Yeaman Cambridge N1S3S3 Canada 2021-01-18 "If the city wants more highrise buildings anywhere along Hespeler Rd would be a perfect location. Have the developers add some greenspace/parkland and make Cambridge's more realistic 'downtown' more vibrant and people friendly!"

Roberta Orosz N1R Canada 2021-01-18 "Old downtown areas of Cambridge can not support high density towers in either the historical values or infrastructure. Please leave these areas as a pleasant change from the fast paced life of condos and highways. Towers belong on the corridor of Hespeler Road and Pinebush not on the far end of the proposed LRT. There must be height restrictions of 8 stories."

Chris Sellers Kitchener n2a1s1 Canada 2021-01-18 "Follow the bylaw. Very simple."

J Sander Cambridge N1R Canada 2021-01-23 "Traffic is already jammed in this area. And there is already way too much foot traffic and vagrants roaming around. 800+ units is literally thousands of people packed into our tiny community. I do not oppose development, but this will negatively affect us all."

Janet Cole Cambridge Ontario N1R 3Z6 Canada 2021-01-25 "I don't want to look at this eyesore from my backyard Cambridge is a small town !8 stories is way too high of a development for this area of town"

joe lethbridge Cambridge N1R Canada 2021-01-25 "Am very opposed to any building over 8 stories in the core areas ."

Michelle Hogan Cambridge N1R 4K3 Canada 2021-01-26 "This development demands more than DOUBLE the population density by going & STOREYS above and beyond the stated Zoning Restrictions.And, why is it with this crunching in of too many people that the Developer is NOT CONTRIBUTING to nearby recreational areas?I am not very happy about never seeing a sunset from my home again either, or the diminished viability of my gardens due to lost sunlight."

Catherine Taylor Cambridge Canada 2021-01-27 "Putting whole sections of the area in the shade of this giant building is a huge impact on the peolle already living in the area. New developments must take into consideration the surrounding properties and the existing residents reasonable enjoyment of their homes."

Terence Asher Cambridge Ontario N1S5A1 Canada 2021-01-27 "I understand the need for density to make The province want to invest in us, but we can find another location that won't be in the heart of downtown. Let's keep Cambridge unique, not convert it into another run of the mill ill-forgotten city"

Les Jaworski CAMBRIDGE N1R4B2 Canada 2021-01-27 "This is not in the best interest of the community."

Alan MacDonald Toronto M5J Canada 2021-01-27 "It doesn't fit with the surroundings and any purported positive contribution will be greatly outweighed by a host of negative impacts."

Airla Vicentini Cambridge N3H Canada 2021-01-28 "I spent a LOT of money on variances and permits to have the view that I have in a home I purchased for that reason. These buildings will take that view away."

alana HAWTHORNCambridge N1S 2T5 Canada 2021-01-28 "Buildings are too large for that neighbourhood."

Sherry Vardy Cambridge N1R Canada 2021-02-05 "Stop trying to turn CAMBRIDGE into Toronto!  We don't need skyscraper buildings downtown!  Keep the nice houses and don't approve over 8 storeys!"
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